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Ubik
Walk-in closet Ubik, design CR&S Poliform, 2003

A walk-in closet as an architectural solution for every room. Ubik is a system that interprets a storage

project according to the maximum individuality thanks to modular solutions and aesthetical definition.

A proposal of the highest quality able to give shape to the most different lifestyles.

The Ubik system

The Ubik system offers an evolved storage organization, with a series of units and accessories dedicated

to specific functions: trays, drawers with wooden or glass front, pull-out shoe racks, trousers hangers,

shirts hangers. A walk-in closet in which functionality and personal style coincide.

Finishing:

The wall panels and equipments of the Ubik system are available in 4 different melamine finishes: oak ,

wenge, walnut c. and white pine; washable, easy to maintain, humidity and scratches resistant : a finishing

thought to guarantee strength and complete reliability over time. The wall panels are also available in glossy

glass 9 colours and in white and fumè mirror.
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Dimensions:

Equipment

Ubik system consists of wall panels, completed and equipped with a wide range of accessories: shelves,

clothes racks, pull out trouser holder, floor containers, hanging cabinets and chest of drawers on castors.

The possibility of a free positioning in height of the equipment confirms the flexibility of the system.
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The wall panels can be substituted by

vertical panels with brackets that are

fixed to the wall and completed with the

equipment foreseen for the system.

The panels are available

in 3 heights and 3 widths; thickness mm

60 - 2 1/4”

To obtain the total width, add to the total

panels mm 72 - 2 3/4” (end frames),

and mm 4 - 1/4” between each panel.

Top, shelves and bases are available

for the depth mm 406 - 16”


